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Abstract— Transactional memory (TM) is a promising
mechanism for simplifying thread synchronization in parallel
applications. Speculative transactions relieve programmers
from error-prone lock-management and at the same time
avoid deadlocks. We and others believe that TM concepts
are useful for distributed systems, too. Therefore, we have
developed two different data sharing systems for WAN net-
works. Both provide transparent remote data access, auto-
matic replication and multiple consistency models. Although
both systems provide speculative transactions they differ
in various design choices. In this paper we describe the
experiences of managing the distributed game state of a
multi-user virtual-world by using these two different data
sharing systems. The measurement numbers discussed in
this paper show that the class of distributed interactive
applications can also benefit from distributed TM concepts
and also reveal costs of different design choices.
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1. Introduction
Transactional memory (TM) is a promising alternative for

thread synchronization avoiding complicated and error prone
lock management [1]. Currently, most of the TM research
work aims at providing TM for multicore CPUs. But there
are also emerging efforts to adopt TM to distributed environ-
ments named distributed transactional memory (DTM) [2].
The latter provides speculative transactions to synchronize
distributed accesses to shared data from loosely coupled
nodes.

We have developed two distributed data management
systems allowing to share in-memory data namely the Object
Sharing Service (OSS) and the Typed Grid Object Sharing
(TGOS) system. OSS is a shared library for UNIX systems
(developed in C) whereas TGOS is a SUN Java implemen-
tation. Both systems provide transparent remote data access,
automatic replication, and multiple consistency models. The
latter include transactional consistency implementing an
extended DTM system. More details will be discussed in
Section 3 and 4.

Although numerous TM-benchmarks exist and some DTM
experiments have been performed using high performance
computing applications [3], there is only very limited work
on the usability of DTM concepts for distributed interactive
applications. The latter include Massively Multiplayer Vir-

tual Environments (MMVEs) managing the game state for
potentially many users.

The contribution of this paper is to present the experiences
of using two different implementations of an extended DTM
for managing the game state of Wissenheim, a MMVE appli-
cation providing edutainment and entertainment content [4].
We learned that data sharing and automatic replication sim-
plifies the development of such applications. Furthermore,
speculative transactions provided by a DTM are an efficient
and comfortable way for performing a set of operations
requiring strong consistency.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we sketch
the Wissenheim architecture. In the following Sections 3 and
4 we discuss relevant concepts of the OSS and the TGOS.
In Section 5 we present the results of our experiments. After
discussing related work in Section 6 we conclude and give
an outlook on future work in Section 7.

2. Wissenheim
The development of the Wissenheim application was

started in 2004 (orignally for the Plurix operating system
[5]) as a new way to provide teaching topics by means of
virtual reality. The software is used at University of Ulm and
Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf to support lectures in
computer science by providing teaching content as interac-
tive 3-D animations. Wissenheim is designed as a MMVE
and each student controls one avatar. Thus all students can
interact while doing virtual exercises and watching exhibits.

2.1 Data-Sharing Approach
The distributed algorithms of commercial MMVE’s are

based upon messages passing. It is common to have a
client side and a server side and corresponding automata
for the state machines which are driven by the messages.
The algorithms are therefore often tailored to a specific
network model. Switching from client/server to a peer-to-
peer approach for example requires rewriting the algorithms.

In contrast, Wissenheim uses a different approach where
the network model is transparent to the distributed al-
gorithms allowing exchanging the network model without
having to reimplement all algorithms.

We achieve this by using a distributed shared data struc-
ture which can be transparently accessed by all participating
nodes. For the algorithms it is transparent whether we use
an in-memory data grid, a distributed transactional memory
or a distributed object system. Independent of the chosen
approach, accesses to shared data must be synchronized but



consistency strictness requirements depend on the type of
access and the algorithm used.

2.2 Distributed Game State
The data structure used to share the game state is called

a scene graph. Figure 1 shows a basic schematic. The scene
graph is the blueprint for the scene used for rendering,
physics, and commands. It is constructed as a directed
acyclic graph structure which incorporates a transformation
hierarchy. In this hierarchy the transformation of a child node
is relative to the transformation of its parent node. To obtain
the absolute position of an object, all transformation from
the child up to the root must be performed. The scene graph
incorporates all information needed to show and/or alter the
scene except graphical base data like textures and meshes
which are only referenced by scene graph nodes.
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Fig. 1: Scene Graph.

Each peer has transparent read and write access to all
distributed objects in the scene graph. All these objects are
automatically replicated by OSS and TGOS both providing
different consistency models ranging from eventual consis-
tency up to transactional consistency. For scalability reasons
we synchronize only actions of avatars within certain vicinity
ranges, known as area of interest management, e. g. those
avatars meeting at the same place on the same virtual islands.

We use the PGAS (partitioned global address space)
programming model distinguishing between global and local
data [6] like for example in the DTM described in [3].
This allows us to store large read-only data like mesh and
texture data locally. These objects must not be referenced
directly from the shared scene graph because these objects
may reside at different virtual addresses on different nodes.
Thus the Wissenheim scene graph uses global resource
identifiers (GRI) to reference these objects locally. These
GRIs are translated into a valid node specific reference
before accessed as shown in Figure 1.

2.3 Workflow
The core of Wissenheim implements a game loop execut-

ing the following phases:

Animation phase is responsible for key frame animations
of simple objects, e. g. the movement of avatar legs
while strolling around. It reads the animation data
from the scene graph and alters the transformations of
affected objects. If a strong consistency model is used
for updating transformation data, it would be possible
to calculate the animation phase on only one node
while the others will receive the updated information
via the sharing mechanism. Different animations could
be calculated by different nodes for scalability reasons.

Physics phase is calculating the physical behavior of ob-
jects and does collision handling. It reads and writes
transformations and physical information from and to
the scene graph. The physic of one object might be
calculated by one node only, but different nodes could
be responsible for different objects.

Extraction phase is responsible for extracting all visible
objects and sorting them into special render queues
which are subsequently used by the render phase to
render a new frame. The extraction phase is necessary to
draw all solid objects before the transparent ones. The
extraction phase also generates world coordinates from
the transformation hierarchy used during rendering.
This phase is accessing the scene graph in a read-only
fashion and has to be executed on each node.

Render phase accesses the scene graph to extract material
information and to retrieve the GRIs for meshes and
textures to retrieve the data via the distributed resource
manager. It does not write any data into the scene graph.
This phase is executed on all nodes.

Command phase processes user events, e. g. key pressed,
mouse moved, etc. by altering the corresponding data
in the scene graph. It is also responsible for adding or
removing an avatar or object from the scene.

2.4 Common code base

Because we are using a data sharing approach to abstract
from the network architecture, we are able to use the same
code for different replication frameworks and systems, e. g.
OSS and TGOS. To support the extensibility Wissenheim
has been split into a system independent core part which
is written in Java and a system specific stub. The system
specific stubs are small, typically a few hundred lines
of code which implement the system abstraction layer of
Wissenheim.

Currently, Wissenheim can be run within a standard JVM
(Sun, OpenJDK, etc.) using TGOS for distribution or as a
native Linux binary using OSS for distribution. We use an
own Small Java Compiler (developed at University of Ulm)
to compile the Wissenheim Core and the Linux stubs to
native Linux binaries which can be run directly.



3. The Object Sharing Services
OSS aims at simplifying shared data management for dis-

tributed and parallel grid applications. OSS is implementing
an in-memory data grid providing transparent data sharing,
automatic replication, and multiple consistency models, in-
cluding a DTM [7]. OSS is not aiming to replace existing
remote procedure call techniques, e. g. RMI, Corba, etc.
but to complement these well established communication
mechanisms. OSS is developed within the XtreemOS project
funded by the EC, FP6-033576.

OSS is implemented in C as a shared library in user
space available for XtreemOS and any other Linux system. It
implements the PGAS programming model where explicitly
allocated objects may be shared by threads running on
different grid nodes but other objects not. Objects may
contain scalars and references but shared objects must not
reference private objects directly.

Our current network model is based on a full peer-to-
peer scheme. But for scalability reasons we are going to
implement an adaptive super-peer network grouping geo-
graphically close nodes. Node distances are approximated
by measuring ping latencies between nodes. Shared objects
are automatically replicated for performance reasons near
accessing nodes and for fault-tolerance reasons will be
geographically spread over the network. The consistency
model to be used by OSS to keep replicas consistent is
defined by the programmer during object allocation. In this
paper we focus on the DTM consistency model described in
the following subsection.

OSS implements restartable transactions combined with
optimistic synchronization. The latter uses a forward vali-
dation scheme combined with a first-wins strategy. Trans-
actions have following properties: atomicity, isolation, and
consistency. Durability is enforced as far as transactions
cannot be undone. Distributed state is not written to disk
for performance reasons.

Shared object accesses within transaction scope are au-
tomatically tracked by OSS on a page basis, separated by
reads and writes. Before the first write to a page within a
transaction, OSS creates a shadow copy. The latter is nec-
essary in case of transaction aborts that require to rollback
any changes made by a transaction. Aborts are transparently
delayed if a transaction is currently in third-party or kernel
code which is not transaction-safe meaning a immediate
interrupt may not release any locks currently held and will
cause deadlocks when the transaction restarts. I/O within a
transaction is allowed but is not reset in case of an abort.

When a transaction reaches its end it starts a validation
phase. The validating transaction multicasts its write-set
to all the participating peers that check immediately for
conflicts with local running transactions. In this prototype
only one transaction can commit at a time implemented by
a circulating token. The token can be passed to the next node
as soon as all write-sets have been sent to other peers (there

is no need to wait for acks). Currently, we are implementing
more advanced commit protocols including super-peer- and
ultra-peer-based commit protocols.

3.1 Programming Model
This section gives a short overview about the transactional

programming model of OSS. The prerequisites for sharing
data using OSS are either to create a new or to connect to
an existing in-memory data grid.

Memory allocation
A node can allocate a block of transactional memory (see

Figure 2) inside or outside a transaction. If the allocation is
performed within a transaction it will be reset in case of a
transaction abort. Allocations outside transactions are possi-
ble because of a two-stage memory management approach,
see [7].

void *ptr = o s s _ a l l o c(size,
oss_transactional_consistency);

Fig. 2: Allocation of transactional memory

Transactions
The developer must define transaction boundaries using

BOT (Begin Of Transaction) and EOT (End Of Transaction)
function calls. Figure 3 sketches the usage of transactions
provided by OSS.

void loop() {
o s s _ b o t();if(frst)animation.run();o s s _ e o t();
o s s _ b o t();if(frst)physics.run(); o s s _ e o t();
o s s _ b o t();extract.run(); o s s _ e o t();
o s s _ b o t();render.run(); o s s _ e o t();
o s s _ b o t();handleCommand.run(); o s s _ e o t();
}

Fig. 3: The naive approach.

3.2 Wissenheim adaptation
The most obvious and naive approach to use the OSS

transactions to distribute and share the scene graph is to en-
capsulate each phase into one transaction. The animation and
physics phases run on one peer only while the others receive
modified data automatically via the transaction mechanism.
This procedure is necessary to avoid conflicts between the
parallel execution of animation and physics phases which
would anyway calculate the identical values. We call this
the naive approach with OSS shown in Figure 3.

Our previously described Wissenheim workflow is work-
ing but with considerable performance problems. To cal-
culate animations and physics on only one node might be



suitable for expensive calculations. But in standard game
scenarios network bandwidth and latency are considerably
more precious than CPU cycles. Another performance draw-
back is the huge amount of transactions which will lead
not only to a high conflict rate but - with having the token
mechanism of OSS in mind - will add considerable latency
for serial execution.

We could of course do calculations on each node and store
the results in a node private scene graph in local memory but
this approach complicates data extraction and needs special
synchronization mechanisms between global and local scene
graphs.

The preferred way is to decrease consistency requirements
of particular data in the scene graph to allow a higher degree
of parallelism. The easiest way of doing this is to adapt
the transactional concept by allowing the user to end a
transaction without rolling back the modified data. Figure 4
shows this concept of our special user abort operation
(oss_aot) where instead of restoring the modified data and
restarting the transaction in case of a rollback we are just
ending the transaction. Although we are skipping the commit
phase a memory accesses between oss_bot and oss_aot will
still be monitored and on a write access shadow copies will
be created.

Now we can perform the animation and physics phase
on all nodes without causing network traffic or aborts.
If changes due to remotely committed transactions occur,
previous calculated animation data might get overwritten in
the process. The next animation or physics phase, however,
will still produce a valid output due to their stateless design.
Figure 5 shows the new loop where now only the com-
mand execution phase will result in a network synchronized
transaction while all other phases will use the new oss_aot.
Now we must ensure that changes to transactional data and
changes which must be seen on all nodes occur only in the
command phase. We call this the decoupled approach.

By reducing the transaction rate and allowing a weaker
consistency we have been able to play Wissenheim over a
wide-area connection between Rennes and Düsseldorf with
only minor latencies noticeable.
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Fig. 4: Special user abort.

void loop() {
oss_bot();animation.run(); o s s _ a o t();
oss_bot();physics.run(); o s s _ a o t();
oss_bot();extract.run(); o s s _ a o t();
oss_bot();render.run(); o s s _ a o t();
oss_bot();handleCommand.run(); oss_eot();

}

Fig. 5: The decoupled approach.

4. Typed Grid Object Sharing
The Typed Grid Object Sharing (TGOS) service is a light-

weight object sharing mechanism for Sun Java. It is designed
to bridge between the Java object space and a replication
layer which distributes and replicates arbitrary binary data.
TGOS manages the object space called object view on each
participating node, provides marshalling functions and event
handling. Figure 6 gives a sketch of the TGOS architecture.
TGOS does not define any consistency models a priori but
supports creation of consistency mechanisms using its basic
mechanisms.

It is important to note, that each node is using its own
unmodified JVM and might have its own versions of objects.
While the references between shared objects might differ
on different nodes, TGOS ensures that references between
shared objects are logically consistent among all object
views on all nodes (provided all objects have the same data
version). This can be seen in Figure 6 in the object view of
node 1 and node n. In both views object A has a reference to
object C, while on node 2 the reference to C is not present
due to an older version of object A. If node 2 updates object
A the previously missing object C would be automatically
fetched and A would reference C. The newly fetched object
C on node 2 will than have version 3 because this is the
newest version known by the replication layer although other
object spaces might have locally newer versions.

While TGOS has the basic memory-based programming-
model of a DTM it differs in many ways from OSS and other
existing DTMs. The probably most important difference is
the way consistency is defined. While in OSS on a per
memory basis, consistency in TGOS is defined in the flow
of the program. An object can in one moment be accessed
with transactional consistency and in the next moment
with eventual consistency. Additional consistency models for
TGOS, like transactional consistency, are always advisory.
It lies in the hands of the developer to enforce the usage of
a consistency model at the right moment. This adds more
responsibility to the developer but increases flexibility and
adaptability.

Furthermore, TGOS generates events when an object
gets updated or invalidated that can be handled by an
application allowing the design of event-driven applications.
Wissenheim running on top of TGOS can be tested at [4].
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Fig. 6: TGOS overview.

4.1 Basic Operations
TGOS was designed to be flexible and lightweight. There-

fore, we have defined only five basic operations for altering
the shared object space, which are push, pull, invalidate,
sync, and order. The push operation serializes data of a
pushed object and sends an update to the replication layer
which in return informs each participating node of the object
update. The pull operation is used to retrieve the newest
known version of an object from the replication layer or to
fetch an object previously not present in the local object
view. The sync operation requests an advisory lock for an
object which can be released by a subsequent push operation.
Invalidate is similar to push except that an invalidate event
instead of an update event is generated. All above operations
are executed synchronously, the order operation, however,
is an asynchronous equivalent of the pull operation. More
information regarding the operations can be found in [8].

4.2 Transactions
We have implemented transactions (tgosTransactions) us-

ing only the basic operations provided by TGOS (described
above). Like OSS the tgosTransactions are using an opti-
mistic synchronization scheme. Commits are serialized (like
in OSS) using a token that is implemented as a distributed
TGOS-object that includes the most recent write-sets. The
sync operation of TGOS ensures that only one node at a
time can access the token.

Because we are using plain Java we cannot transparently
determine read- and write-sets. This could be realized by
modifying a JVM implementation or by bytecode modifica-
tions, see [9]. In contrast to OSS the transactions used with
TGOS are not on a per memory page basis. Each shared
object can be used within a transaction.

Using a standard JVM the invalidation of objects is not
feasible due to a missing object access detection facility.
Therefore, we have decided to use an update mechanism. As
a result we have implemented a backward validation scheme
instead of forward validation as used by OSS. Incoming
updates are recorded and are integrated whenever a new
transaction starts. This ensures that TGOS transactions are
always working on a consistent state.

Figure 7 shows the basic usage of tgosTransactions with
taTGOS.begin() starting a transaction and taTGOS.commit()
trying to commit. The do-while-loop is necessary for restart-
ing a transaction in case of an abort due to a conflict in the
read- or write-set.

The example shows a Wissenheim code snippet for join-
ing an avatar to the scene graph which has to be done
with transactional consistency. The corresponding code with
scene.remove() instead of scene.add() is used for removing
the avatar.

Using one token for all transactions in Wissenheim would
lead to a severe bottleneck and limits scalability regarding
the number of users. Like the OSS-implementation we split
Wissenheim worlds into disjoint consistency domains, each
synchronized with its own token. A transactions is restricted
to its consistency domain thus using still only one token.
Transactions across multiple consistency domains are not
supported at the moment.

do {
taTGOS.begin();
taTGOS.add2WriteSet(scene);
taTGOS.add2WriteSet(avatar);
scene.add(avatar);

} while (!taTGOS.commit());
...

Fig. 7: Avatar joining a scene.

4.3 Wissenheim adaptation
In contrast to OSS tgosTransactions are not used for the

whole communication but only to guard critical sections
like scene graph structure changes, item pickups, etc. The
avatar position and other weak consistent data is transmitted
using the basic push method of TGOS. Thus no phase of
the Wissenheim game loop is completely encapsulated into
a transaction. Instead the transactions are limited to a few
locations like the adding of a joining avatar to a scene as
shown in Figure 7 or when a user acquires an object. Other
consistency models might be used in parallel depending We
call this the fine grain approach using TGOS.

5. Measurements
For measurements we have used synthetic tests and

Wissenheim experiments. The synthetic tests are used to
examine the worst-case performance and the transactional
overhead of the OSS and TGOS implementations. The Wis-
senheim tests are used to study the usability of speculative
transactions within distributed interactive applications.

All tests have been performed on an AMD Opteron
cluster. Each node has two CPUs running at 1,8 GHz, 2
GB RAM, and all 16 nodes are interconnected by a Gigabit
Ethernet network.



5.1 Synthetic Tests
To measure the worst-case behavior of our implementa-

tions we use a high-conflict test where all nodes are incre-
menting a single variable. In the second test we increment
disjoint variables to measure the overhead of transactional
synchronization. The TGOS result in Figure 8(a) and the
OSS results in Figure 8(b) show the average transaction
throughput per node.
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Fig. 8: Synthetic measurements.

As expected the worst-case test does not scale well which
would also happen with any other approach. Nevertheless,
we see at an overall progress without global starvation.
The second test shows a higher throughput because of
missing conflicts but the global synchronization of commits
is still costly. Here it is worth to mention that the OSS
implementation is also able to detect if only objects have
been changed that are not replicated on other nodes. In this
case there is no need for a global synchronization and the
second test 8(b) will scale almost linearly (there is of course
still overhead caused by access detection and shadow image
creation).

5.2 Wissenheim Tests
Measuring performance of an distributed interactive appli-

cation is not a trivial task. The most common value used is
the graphics frame rate which measures how often the screen
can be rendered per second. This frame rate incorporates
all elements of the application but depends heavily on the
computational power of the used graphics adapter.

Another frame rate used is the so called game frame rate
which determines how often the game state is updated per
seconds, by running physics and/or animation calculations
and incorporating changes of remote peers. In the following
text we are addressing the game frame rate only whenever
we refer to the frame rate.

To avoid the performance effects of the render engine we
are running the tests without OpenGL output and simulate
the user-interaction-load synthetically. The physics and ani-
mation calculations are reduced to a minimum.

In general, games aim at achieving a frame rate of about
60 fps but for our measurements we have chosen a load-

free frame-rate of 200 fps to increase the resolution of the
measurement results. Furthermore, we are mainly interested
in the average frame rate with respect to the number of
participating nodes and the standard deviation of the frame
rate. Like for video and audio streaming the deviation is
disturbing and therefore an important factor.

In the following figures we distinguish the different im-
plementations by the following acronyms:

• naive: OSS-based test using transactions for all phases
• decoupled: naive approach extended by preventing roll-

back in case of conflicts (see Section 3.2)
• fine grain: the TGOS-based Wissenheim implementa-

tion
Figure 9 shows the performance of both approaches when

avatars move only through the scene without altering the
structure of the scene graph. We simulate a motion direction
change each 500ms. Using OSS, each change of direction
results in a new transaction, while the TGOS approach uses
its basic push-operation not requiring a transaction.

Figure 9(a) shows the average frame rate with respect to
the number of nodes, and Figure 9(b) shows the deviation
from the average frame rate. During the test we had a
average token request time for the OSS-based approaches of
around 250µs. With eight nodes the naive approach needed
an average bandwidth of 88 KB/s per node, the decoupled
112 KB/s, and the fine grain 3 KB/s. The average page-
request time for all OSS-based implementations was around
250µs. The update delay of TGOS (time from push of node
A to receive at node B) was around 1ms.
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Fig. 9: Avatar movement measurements.

The second test extends the first one by adding constant
scene graph changes. Each avatar is adding and removing
an object to the scene in a non-conflicting way. More
precisely the avatar is dressing a hat on and off four times
per second. Because we are modifying the structure of the
scene graph, we must use transactional consistency in all
implementations. This results in additional four transactions
per second in all approaches. Figure 10 shows the results.

The bandwidth usage for eight nodes using the naive
approach was about 374 KB/s per node, the decoupled
needed 312 KB/s and the fine grain 10 KB/s.
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Fig. 10: Avatar movement with additional scene graph
alterations.

In the last test we have measured the impact of latency on
the frame rate. We have used the setup of the previous test
with two nodes. The latency given is specified as the round-
trip-time of the packets and has been emulated using Netem
[10]. Figure 11 shows the results of our measurements.
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Fig. 11: Latency tests.

5.3 Discussion
As expected the naive solution with OSS worked for up

to four nodes but scaled very badly. The high conflict rate
lead to a very high deviation making it nearly impossible
to play Wissenheim. The decoupled approach with OSS
scaled significantly better but showed some unexpected
performance issues. Studying the raw measurement data
and summing the effects of the page request and token
latencies we would have expected a frame rate decrease of
around five to six frames. But further tests confirmed that
the MMU-based memory access detection facility of OSS
was responsible for the decrease of the frame rate. Even
with the decoupled approach Wissenheim is often traversing1

the whole scene graph thus accessing many objects/pages2

within a transaction. The first read access to a page inside a
transaction costs around 12µs the first write access around

1The animation and physics phases 30 times a second, the extraction
phase as often as possible.

2With eight avatars approx. 60 pages per traversal.

16µs, whereas the most time is not spent by the MMU-based
detection mechanism itself (ca. 2µs), but rather by OSS.
Obviously, when more players and more complex scenes are
used this will get even more costly. A solution to address
this problem with OSS would be to improve the handler’s
program code and lookup mechanisms or to use a compiler-
assisted access detection.

Another problem is the page-size granularity of OSS
producing significantly more network traffic than TGOS.
This is not a problem for Gigabit Ethernet connection but
using a DSL or a wireless connection will quickly limit
scalability. Currently, we are implementing diffs and com-
pression techniques to reduce the bandwidth requirements of
OSS.

Finally, higher latencies also affect the invalidation mech-
anism and transactions commits where the pure update
mechanism of TGOS scales better.

Overall, we can conclude that for our distributed in-
teractive application the fine grain approach using TGOS
performed and scaled better. This is achieved by using
transactions very sparsely, only if necessary, and otherwise
using weaker consistency models like eventual consistency.
Nevertheless, we still benefit of transparent remote data
access and automatic replication.

6. Related Work
Transactions are a core concept in database management

systems (DBMS). A wide range of implementation options
for executing transactions with high throughput can be
found in the database literature. The work on optimistic
concurrency [11] is the most relevant for the transactional
concepts discussed in this paper.

Hardware support for TM was first proposed by Herlihy
et al. [12] a decade ago. The authors proposed to substitute
locking of critical regions by running them encapsulated in
transactions. Here the latter was an additional feature and
did not replace the existing consistency protocols for shared
memory.

Transactional Coherence and Consistency (TCC), sug-
gested by Hammond et al. [13], shares a lot of ideas with
our approaches. TCC runs TAs at most times, instead of just
occasionally, replacing conventional coherence and consis-
tency techniques. As TCC relies on a shared multi-processor
machine, it can easily cope with the pressure on inter-
processor communication bandwidth than our distributed
sharing services.

While most of the TM efforts focus on single nodes,
there are also a few other projects trying to adopt TM ideas
and concepts to distributed systems. The Plurix OS (Ulm
University) was one of the first projects using speculative
transactions for data sharing in clusters [5]. Recently, TM
has also successfully been studied on large clusters [3].

Overall we are encouraged by the great existing work and
the growing interest on TM and are confident that in the



future more and more transactified (distributed) applications
will emerge.

Recently, transactional concepts have been adopted for
game software, too. For example in [14] the authors discuss
the experiences of adopting a quake server engine for using
transactions to synchronize the client-threads of a single
node game server.

Project Darkstar [15] is a lab project from Sun Microsys-
tems which aims at providing a massively multiplayer envi-
ronment with an easy message based programming model. It
provides transactional consistency data objects in the server
backend by using an underlying transactional database.

The main concept of scene graphs have been widely
discussed in literature. But popular ones such as VRML
or Java3D are not designed for distributed systems. While
distributed virtual environment systems such as Avocado and
DIVE or distributed scene graphs such as blue-c [16] or the
Distributed Open Inventor [17] present a comparable design
by means of scene graph distribution, they lack support for
transactional consistency and the object based approach of
TGOS. The fine-grained application-based control of the
replication process and the ability to distribute scene graphs
which structures and classes are completely application
specific are another novelty of Wissenheim in combination
with the TGOS approach.

7. Conclusions
We have learned that data sharing, transparent remote data

access and automatic replication simplifies the development
of distributed interactive applications. These are inherent
properties of any DTM system including our implementa-
tions OSS and TGOS.

Speculative transactions are a convenient and efficient way
for performing a set of operations on object graphs requiring
strong consistency. But of course strong consistency is com-
ing with some costs, especially in a distributed environment.
In contrast to existing on-chip TM-systems it is very costly to
transfer data between nodes and also to commit transactions
in a WAN netwok. Furthermore, there are local overheads
too including data access detection, shadow copy creation
and validation of incoming commits.

Our experiments have shown that an extended DTM is a
sound base for sharing a scene graph of a distributed virtual
world. Typically, there are many objects in a scene graph
and most of them are read and changes are seldom.

The measurements have also shown that an update proto-
col provided by TGOS scales better in WAN environments
than an invalidation protocol implemented by OSS because
requesting invalidated data is time consuming.

But of course it is not a good idea to execute all actions of
all nodes within transactions. This is too costly but also not
necessary. Therefore, both OSS and TGOS provide multiple
consistency models. But even transactional data should be
accessible outside of transactions. For the latter we saw

significant performance differences between OSS and TGOS
caused by the access detection. Currently, OSS cannot switch
off access detection even when transactional data is accessed
outside transactions whereas TGOS is able to do that. But
on the other hand OSS is more comfortable by providing
transparent access detection and transparent restartability
whereas TGOS does not.

Overall we are encouraged by the results and future
work will include large-scale simulation experiments on
Grid’5000, user trials with students, and improved peer-to-
peer-based commit protocols.
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